
 

Investment project 

Construction of a plant for glass sand production 

and processing, realization of glass industry  
 

1. General data 

Item Description 

Site type Resource 

Purpose of site use Construction of a plant for glass sand production 
and processing, realization of glass industry 
investment projects 

End product State Standard 22551-11 "Quartz sand, ground 
sandstone, quartzite and veiny quartz for glass 

industry. Specifications", State Standard 8736-93 
"Sand for construction works" 

Deposit name Ivanovskoye - 2 

Natural resource Glass sand, mortar sand 

Site location Ivanovka, Gorodishchensky District, Penza Region, 

Russian Federation 

Local site situation 1 km north of Ivanovka, 8 km south of the glass-

manufacturing plant, 18 km north-north-west of  
Gorodishche and 40 km north of Kanaevka railway 

station on the Kuybyshevskaya Railway 

Current lands status Forest estate lands 

Buildings on site None 

Owner Under the Forest Code of the Russian Federation 

(art. 8) regional forest parcels within the forest 
estate lands shall be federally owned.  

Contacts JSC Penza Region Development Corporation 
Tel.: +7(8412) 68-08-37 

e-mail: info@krpo.ru  
Web page: http://krpo.ru 

Project Manager – Aleksandra Bessonova 

Favorable conditions for 

investment project 
realization 

A growing demand for glass sand from glass-

manufacturing plants all across Russia caused by a 
gain in building and construction work and an 
improvement in the social standard of living; 

Closely located major customer market, including 
the Nikolsk glass business cluster: 

Human resources: able-bodied population as of 
01.01.2010 - 29294, 2692 of them unemployed; 
Labor costs minimization possibility: average pay in 

2011 in Penza Region was 14 604 RUB, in 
Gorodishchensky District - 10 128 RUB, in the Volga 

Federal District - 15 753 RUB, in Russia - 21 354 
RUB; 

Transport and civil engineering infrastructure: 25 
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http://krpo.ru/


km to the M5 Ural Federal Highway, 40 km to the 
railway station; 

Auction documentation ready for a tender for the 
site; 

Support for the project from the Penza Region 
Government. 

 

2. Transport and civil engineering infrastructure 
2.1. Transport infrastructure 

Item  Characteristic 

Motor transport 
communication 

Nearest federal highway - the M5 highway (Moscow 
- Chelyabinsk), 25 km away from the site. Nearest 
motorway-like road - 2 km away from the site. 

Access ways - a dirt road. 

Nearest major cities Penza - 45 km; Moscow - 682 km; Samara - 376 
km; 
Saratov - 231 km; Nizhny Novgorod - 485 km. 

Railway communication The Kuybyshevskaya Federal Railway, 40 km away 
from the site; nearest station - Kanaevka railway 

station, 40 km away from the site. No branch line 
on site. 

Air communication Nearest airport - the city of Penza, 55 km away 
from the site. 

Waterway communication Nearest port - the city of Syzran, 200 km away from 
the site. 

Security measures No fence, technical security system or video 
monitoring. 

Nearest fire station - 4 km away from the site, 
nearest police station - 3 km away from the site. 

 

2.2. Civil engineering infrastructure 

Electricity supply Service company - Open Joint Stock Company 

"Penzaenergo". A 10 kW power line is 100 m away 
from the site. 

Gas supply Service company - Limited Liability Company 
"Penzaregiongaz". A 110 mm 0.6 MPa gas pipeline 

is 1 km away from the site. A gas-distribution 
station is 3 km away from the site.  

Water supply Service companies - Municipal Engineering 
Company and Gorkomavtoservis. There is a water 

tower in the village of Steklozavod. No boreholes on 
site. 

Sewerage No sewerage system in the immediate surrounding. 
No sewage disposal plants or sewage collectors on 
site. 

Heat supply No heat supply network nearby. No on-site heat 

sources. 

Communications GSM 900/1800 mobile communication available; 

operators: Beeline, Megafon, SMARTS GSM. Wire 
telephone communication (Open Joint Stock 
Company "Volgatelekom"). 

 

3. Deposit data 

Item Characteristic 

Deposit name Ivanovskoye - 2 



Minable natural resources Glass sand 

Resource properties 
(chemical composition) 

Sand grain size range is 0.63-0.1 mm in 94,71 % of 
the sand.   
Average content of base sand components within 

the target layer in all samples: SiO2-97,23%, Fe2O3-
0.33%, Al2O3 – 1.39%. 

Explored reserves volume As of 01.01.2011 glass sand reserves at the 
"Ivanovskoye-2" deposit amount to 236 kt 

according to industrial standards. (A - 7 kt; B - 94 
kt; C - 135 kt). 

The site area is 124.87 ha according to the P1 
standard. Total overburden volume - 3 246 510 m3 
Target layer thickness - 4.6 m, stripping ratio - 

0.57. Evaluated sand glass reserves - 5 743 820 m3 
or 8730.60 kt. 

Approval by the territorial 
reserves committee 

236 kt approved by the State Reserves Committee, 
the P1-standard reserves are to be further explored 

and registered. 

Additional information The expected reserves were additionally evaluated 

in all the sand distribution area on the basis of their 
possible use for construction works according to the 

State Standard 8736-93 "Sand for construction 
works". Total site area 1144.2 ha. Target layer 
average thickness – 7.68 m; overburden average 

thickness – 1.5 m. Evaluated mortar sand reserves 
-  83 617 220 m2. 

 

4. Marketing data 

Item Characteristic 

Investment opportunities Selective processing when mining for sand 

(simultaneous glass and mortar sand production). 
According to the data provided by the Novosibirsk 

branch of the International Academy of Ecology, 
Man and Nature Protection Sciences the sand can be 
processed into concentrates for the production of 

not only semiwhite glass, but also of white glass, 
the base for polished, pane and technical glass as 

well as for package containers and glass bricks used 
to produce liquid glass. With the use of the state-of-
the-art advances in flotation processing it is possible 

to produce the widely-demanded concentrates for 
foundry engineering now.   

Marketing outlet Federal market, export of glassware and glass 
containers. 

Market specifics 

Total glass sand reserves in the Russian Federation in 2010 amounted to 891 
million tons, of which 197.8 million tons made up the allocated reserves of the 
Volga Federal District, and 30.7 million tons made up the non-allocated reserves. 

According to the data obtained in 2009 Russia produces 2.91 million tons of quartz 
sand. Most of it - 0.87 million tons - is produced in the Volga Federal District. 

Quartz sand is mostly needed in the Central Federal District (3.7 million tons) and 
the Volga Federal District (1.7 million tons). In 2010 total quartz sand consumption 
in the Russian Federation was 8.52 million tons. Thus the annual demand for 

additional raw materials in the Volga Federal District is 0.83 million tons, and 5.61 
million tons all across Russia in general.  

Quartz sand is used by the 171th glass-manufacturing plant. It is planned to 



increase the market capacity by rebuilding and starting 27 new plants. 
The shortage of domestic raw materials is offset with import deliveries. By the end 

of 2011 there had been 143 import deliveries of quartz sand from Ukraine, Poland 
and Lithuania to Russia. Total sales volume from these deliveries amounted to more 

than 1.3 billion dollars (according to the statistical value exclusive of customs). 
It would be efficient to start a glass-manufacturing plant for producing flat glass 
based on the processing complex. The flat glass market is characterized by the 

following figures:  
In 2010 the production volume exceeded 212 million m2, showing a growth of 24.6 

% unprecedented even in the pre-crisis period. In the first quarter of this year 
Russia produced  52 million m2 of flat glass which is 12 % more than in the similar 
period last year; 

In 2007 Russia had 12 major enterprises producing flat glass. And only 5 of them 
were using the float glass technology: "Salavatsteklo", "Saratovstroysteklo", AGC 

Flat Glass BSZ, Pilkington Glass and AGC Flat Glass Klin. In the last few years they 
were joined by 2 new enterprises - Guardian Glass Ryazan and "Yugrosprodukt". By 
2011 only 2 plants were producing flat glass using the vertical pulling technology. 

By the end of 2010 the volume of flat glass import deliveries had increased by a 
factor of 2.3. And in the first quarter of this year the import volume grew by a 

factor of 2.8 as compared to the result of the similar period last year. In 2010 the 
export volume exceeded that of import, although it decreased by 22 % as 

compared to the export volume of 2009. 
Apparent domestic consumption of flat glass in 2010 increased by 37 % as 
compared to the previous year and exceeded the pre-crisis level by 8 %. At the end 

of the first quarter of 2011 the growth of apparent domestic consumption was 30 % 
against the result of the similar period last year. 

At the end of the second quarter 2011 the production of flat glass grew by 15.3 % 
against the similar period in 2010. Market capacity in monetary terms has reached 
7.7 billion roubles.  

The glassware market is also developing: 
In 2010 the glassware production grew by 10 %. At the end of the first quarter of 

2011 the production volume exceeded the result of the similar period last year by 
17 %.  According to the industry newsletter "Growing export and import markets" 
by the "VVS" (VladVneshServis) company, at the end of the second quarter of 2011 

the glassware market capacity reached 12.6 billion roubles in monetary terms, 
which exceeds the corresponding figures of the similar period last year. 

Thus it is possible to realize large-scale glass industry investment projects in the 
region's territory (at least 3 projects: construction of a processing complex, 
construction of a glass-manufacturing plant for producing flat glass, float-glass and 

glassware). 
 

 


